
For the week of 4/1/24

Hoover  
Happenings



This week we practiced for M-STEP ELA because we are having that 
test next week on Wednesday. Make sure to be here, well rested, on 
that day. We have been doing our cursive and working on 
multiplication, skip counting, and repeated addition. We showed this 
with cube trai   jjjjjjjjns. We are still reading and studying traditional 
tales. We have been talking about cultures a lot too. Mrs. Parmelee 
suggests all students have a conversation with family members 
about family history and background because it is so 
interesting!88uu

Mrs. Parmelee’s  
Third Grade Class



Everyone was 
happy to 
celebrate PAW 
expectations 
with some 
pizza on 
Friday!



We have spent this week in science learning 
about water waves. We discussed what they look 
like, how to make them bigger or smaller, and 
what happens when you squeeze a droplet of 
water from low/high distances. 

Mrs. Houston’s 
Fourth Grade Class





Ms. Johnson’s Fourth Grade Class
The Easter Bunny left some eggs in Ms. Johnson’s 
basket for the kiddos this week! We had a blast on 

our classroom egg hunt!





Fifth Grade Class

We the third quarter wrapping 
up and spring arriving we are 
excited about all of our 
Upcoming events. Finishing the 
year out strong and staying 
focused. Painting a healthy 
happy learning environment 
where we are able to share and 
grow together! 

Mr. 
LeMere’s





Mrs. 
Bienstock’s 
Fifth Grade 
Class

As we end the third quarter and 
enter into the final phase of our 
elementary years, the excitement 
is rising! This week we got creative 
with reading the second book of 
our ARC core book, Stormrunners. 
It was a major cliff hanger and we 
just were not ready to let go. Mrs. 
Bienstock found Book 2, The 
Surge,  on her Kindle so she got 
the audio book and projected it on 
the Smartboard for us! We are 
now HOOKED on “Series Books”! 





Mrs. Torres  
Steam & Art Class!

We’ve been busy studying Impressionism in Art. We painted 
gardens and lily pads in the style of Claude Monet! We have such 

talented artists at Hoover.




